Below is a partial listing of various UCLA outreach activities for participants and prospective participants in human research.

**UCLA Clinical Translational Science Institute**

- UCLA Clinical Trials Scientific Institute (CTSI) general information website for [Study Patients and Volunteers](#) regarding translational and clinical research.
- UCLA CTSI [Clinical Trials Guide](#) website for the Community for potential participation in clinical trials and basic clinical trial information.
- The CTSI’s [Community Engagement and Research Program (CERP)](#) promotes and sustains research participation in communities. CERP is in the process of developing a series of model Community Centers in Health Education and Translational Research (CC-HEATRs), providing a vehicle for sustained and reliable engagement of communities for the mutual benefit of both communities and researchers.
- The [Clinical & Translational Research Center (CTRC)](#) is a state of the art research facility that provides participants a comfortable environment for participation in clinical research studies.

**UCLA Departments, Institutes and Schools**

- [Semel Institute Opportunities to Participate in Research Studies](#) offers a list of neuroscience and human behavior psychology clinical trial opportunities.
- The [Department of Radiation Oncology](#) offers research protocols for various malignant tumors.
- [UCLA Stroke Center](#) FAST-MAG Community Consult for Waiver of Consent provides information sessions to the community for pre-hospital neuro-protective treatment of stroke trials.
The UCLA Center for Health Policy Research website disseminates current community healthcare research outcomes.

UCLA Longevity Center enhances and extends productive and healthy life through preeminent research, education and community outreach.

David Geffen School of Medicine (DGSOM) Weekly Message Digest website offers clinical research study opportunities.

Jonsson Comprehensive Cancer Center (JCCC) Clinical Trials website offers various oncology clinical trials for participation.

UCLA Center for Research, Education, Training, and Strategic Communication on Minority Health Disparities (CRETSCHMHD) mission is the reduction and elimination of physical and mental health disparities in racial and ethnic minority populations.

DGSOM Clinical Trials at UCLA offers patients and the community a list of clinical trials in various therapeutic areas.

Jules Stein Eye Institute Clinical Trials (JSEI) website lists various clinical trials for a variety of eye conditions.

DGSOM Shaping the Future Publication describes the proposed and current strategies to improve health and healthcare, inclusive of a comprehensive strategic planning process to provide a roadmap for research, community engagement and clinical care.

Brain Injury Research Center (BIRC) adheres to the research goal of applying knowledge obtained from basic science studies toward understanding the neurobiology of human Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI).

Neurosurgery Clinical Trials website lists clinical trials for different neurology tumors.

UCLA Dental Clinical Research Center supports a wide range of clinical research projects.

Integrated Substance Abuse Program (ISAP) Outpatient Clinical Research Center for a range of substance abuse treatment research activities.

Center for the Study of Women (CSW) fostering of research on gender, sexuality, and women's issues embraces CSW's research projects.

UCLA International Research promotes multidisciplinary research and provides platforms, such as conferences and publications, for the dissemination of research findings.

University of California Los Angeles

Vital Signs Newsletter highlighting the latest findings in medicine and research.

UCLA Health Sciences Media Report includes announcements for new research, healthcare breakthroughs, and clinical trial recruitment.

UCLA Health and Medicine News Website consists of news updates in healthcare and new research breakthroughs.

UCLA Events Calendar website lists the future healthcare presentation topics.
• **UCLA Health System** website lists medical breakthroughs and developments in research.
• **UCLA Invents** publication consists of articles on new breakthrough technologies.
• **UCLA Medicine Magazine** includes articles on current research projects, healthcare and research breakthroughs.

**UCLA OHRPP**

• OHRPP **Human Research News** is a website consisting of announcements sent to the UCLA research community on IRB related issues, including research participant surveys.
• OHRPP **IRB Survey for Researchers** is a vehicle for the research community to provide feedback about the IRB process.
• OHRPP **Program Feedback, Suggestions, Concerns or Complaints** provides links for the research community to provide feedback about the HRPP at UCLA.
• OHRPP **Survey Monkey for Participants** regarding the quality of the informed consent process.

**OTHER**

• **Network for Multicultural Research on Health and Healthcare** website describes the research project on the impact of diversity on health and health care, and helps devise patient-centered care strategies for diverse populations.
• **Community Research Center in Cancer (CORICA)** builds community-university partnerships to conduct cancer prevention and control research in underserved communities in Los Angeles and surrounding areas.
• **UCLA-Kaiser Permanente Center for Health Equity** conducts community-based participatory intervention research in health promotion and disease prevention to mitigate disparities.
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